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March 17, 2020 Glens Falls, NY – Flomatic is proud to introduce the new Stainless Steel direct acting constant
pressure pump control valve with tappings, Model Cycle Gard ® IV CB152SST. This flow efficient globe style, all
stainless steel body is equipped with a 1” NPT size female inlet threads and with a 1” NPT union end female
outlet connection. The valves standard pressure range is 15- 75 PSI with an optional 15-150 PSI range. The
CYCLE GARD® IV CB152SST valve body maximum pressure rating is 400 PSI. All of the valves internal parts are
corrosion resistant with a stainless steel spring and fasteners for long service life.
The Model CYCLE GARD® IV CB152SST unique constant pressure valve is equipped with additional NPT tapped
bosses for pressure gage, water tank and or a pump pressure switch. It maintains a preset operating pressure
and reduces rapid pump cycling and is proven protection for wells and booster pumps. Flomatic’s CYCLE GARD®
IV valve regulate high upstream (inlet pressure) to a lower regulated downstream (outlet pressure) constant
pressure within a range regardless of water flow. This is accomplished by an adjustable spring loaded balancing
valve factory set to automatically regulate the downstream pressure to 50 PSI. The regulating pressure is field
adjustable in a wide range.
***************
For more than 85 years, Flomatic has been changing the industry valve and leading the market. Manufacturing
a full line of check valves for the water and wastewater market, ranging from 1” – 36”. Flomatic’s products have
been installed in a wide variety of applications with excellent results. Flomatic is an ISO 9001 and 14001 certified
company with comprehensive manufacturing processes and AIS compliant products.
***************
For more detailed information on Flomatic’s new Model Cycle Gard® IV CB152SST or to obtain a copy of the new
2020 condensed catalog, contact Dina Dieckert at 518-761-9797 ext. 205 or visit our website at:
https://www.flomatic.com/
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